[Characteristics of the response of rabbit visual cortex neurons to intracortical electric stimulation].
Responses of visual cortex neurons to single and rhythmical intracortical electrical stimulation were investigated in rabbits. Stimulating and recording electrodes were separated by 0.7-1.2 mm. Thresholds of responses to single stimuli were in general about 150-180 microA, to serial stimuli -- 30-60 microA. Latency of the first spike was 5-15 ms, but probability of discharge was very low (3-6%). The length of the inhibitory phrase in the response increased in a half of the investigated neurons with the increase in the stimulus strength. Spontaneous activity after a series of stimuli increased during 4-6 s. Repeated single stimuli induced in about a half of the investigated neurons the same types of dynamic modifications in activity, as those produced by light stimulation. However, in response to electrical stimulation more neurons developed discharge sensitization and less habituation. It is supposed that intracortical stimulation induces in the visual cortex excitation of local hypercolumns and inhibition of the neighbouring ones.